The Gospel of Better Farming
According to Santa Fe

by Constance Libbey Menninger

...Several hundred people were standing in the station yard on the banks of Pipe Creek when the train pulled into town and stopped on the siding.

The P.A. system was set up. The county agent introduced the visiting experts who each gave a short talk. The agronomist talked about the latest wheat varieties—Kanred, Blackhall, and Tenmarq—which are the grandparents of our current varieties. The soil scientist talked about the advantages of early plowing and whether shallow or deep plowing gave the best yields. This was before herbicides or commercial fertilizers were used in this area. The entomologist talked about avoiding Hessian fly by planting after the fly free date and looked ahead to developing new varieties in a few years which would be able to resist this damaging pest.

Then the doors to the coaches were opened and the people filed through looking at the exhibits that had been set up. This was an example of using showmanship and modern technology—the train—to bring education to the people.1

Shortly after the turn of this century, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company began preaching the gospel of better farming to farmers along its route. The preachers of this ministry were agricultural experts from the state agricultural colleges; their pulpits were aboard special agricultural demonstration trains showcasing state-of-the-art livestock exhibits—testimony to the message of diversified farming. The spoken word was enhanced by the written word, a special bible called the Earth, an agricultural newspaper put out by the Santa Fe. J. Frank Jarrell was the editor.

Records of the first known trains of this kind in Kansas are to be found at Kansas State University, and date back to 1905. These records show that “Farmers' Institute” trains, as they were called by the agricultural college, were run in cooperation with several railroads, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe among them. They were more simply organized than the trains run after World War I by the Santa Fe, which this paper focuses on, but they contained the same elements: a Grand Island train in 1905 made a four-day tour staffed by three professors from the college’s extension department, the five-car train (one lecture car, three exhibit cars, and one Pullman) made short stops in each town for a total of seventy-two lectures given by the faculty to dairy farmers. Complete schedules of this and other such “missionary” trains appeared regularly in the Industrialist,2 and special trains, concentrating on single aspects of farming that ranged from alfalfa, corn and wheat, to poultry, are found in the records at Kansas State for the remainder of the decade, including dairy trains over Santa Fe lines in 1906 and 1909. But it is not until 1912 that the first missionary train promoting the gospel of diversification makes its appearance in these records of the agricultural college.3 The records in the Santa Fe Collection at the Kansas State Historical Society contain only passing reference to the 1912 train and to

2. Student's Herald, April 20, 1905, p. 381. Sources held at Kansas State University indicate that “Farmers’ Institute” trains were operated as early as 1905 by the Santa Fe; Rock Island; Union Pacific; Missouri Pacific; St. Louis and San Francisco; and Grand Island railways. For schedule example see, Industrialist, February 19, 1906, p. 334. For reference to early Santa Fe “Farmers’ Institute” trains see, Industrialist, March 5, 1906, p. 367, and June 9, 1906, p. 383.
a 1916 train labeled the "Hessian Fly Special." The first train to promote the mission of diversification, for which there are records in the Santa Fe Collection, is the "Cow and Hen Special" run by the Santa Fe in March 1917.

No sooner had the 1917 train made its run than World War I intervened and the activity was suspended for the duration. In fact, it was not resumed until well after the railroads were denationalized after the war. The first such Santa Fe demonstration train to run in the postwar era was the 1922 "Cow, Sow and Hen Special," more elegantly referred to by William Allen White as "The Lady Special." This special train, only a few cars in length, featured representatives from the U.S. Department of Agriculture as well as state agricultural officials. Together they brought the good word to farmers along the Santa Fe, preaching the doctrine of better farming—diversified farming.

Conditions were favorable for a heavy volume of freight traffic during the 1920s, more than offsetting the decline in passenger revenue during the same period. A significant portion of the freight volume was the direct result of such careful cultivation as carried on by agricultural demonstration trains from 1922 to 1937. With these trains, agricultural experts were able to directly inform farmers of the latest techniques in farming, as well as emphasize the advantages of diversification from adding cows, sows, and hens to their farming operations. As the farmers' productivity increased, so too did the railroad's tonnage of farm products. Welcoming this increased demand for its services, the Santa Fe improved loading facilities system-wide and offered faster shipping of livestock. The railroad's agricultural department was the primary conduit for all this activity; it had been organized in 1910 to promote the growth of farming all along the Santa Fe by helping farmers learn new scientific methods of farming.

The central figure in this rural drama was editor Jarrell. By the fall of 1919 he anticipated the end of federal control of the railroads, and made arrangements to leave his job of over two years with the United States Railroad Administration (USRA). At the same time, he began negotiations with E. J. Engel, vice-president of the Santa Fe in Chicago, to regain his old job in publications. Demonstrating his resourcefulness, he offered to obtain for Engel the lists of those who had inquired about farm opportunities in the states served by the Santa Fe. These were on file in the agricultural section of the USRA, and could form the basis for a mailing list if the Santa Fe's agricultural publication the Earth was revived. He made Engel an offer he could not refuse; before leaving the USRA Jarrell copied the list and sent it to Engel.

Before December was half over, Jarrell learned from C. L. Seagraves, supervisor of agriculture for the Santa Fe, that Engel was indeed contemplating reinstatement of the Earth. It was only a question of when control of the railroads would return to the private sector. Two months into the new year, Jarrell was able to tell a friend that he was returning to the Santa Fe to be editor of the Earth; in addition, he would be in charge of publicity for the entire system (now operating in thirteen states). He would be headquartered in Topeka.
Two years later Jarrell had accumulated the following statistics on the job: he had seen 522 editors and 137 county agents, visited 9 state universities and agricultural colleges, made contact with 211 chambers of commerce, given 134 talks, written 3,241 items, had 972 items about the Santa Fe in newspapers in the several Santa Fe states, and amassed 5,885 clippings of publicity for the railroad amounting to over 250,000 lines of reading material. The biggest single publicity project of a local nature during this period was the 1922 “Cow, Sow and Hen Special” demonstration train in Kansas. The resulting files of stories on that train alone made a file one-foot thick.

Anticipating the resumption of such demonstration trains, H. M. Bainer, agricultural and industrial agent for the Santa Fe in Topeka, described, in his official report to Jarrell in 1921, “The Lady Special” of 1917. That train ran during the second week in March, in cooperation with the extension department of the Kansas State Agricultural College (KSAC). Two speakers and four cows were provided by the college—one speaker each on “Dairying” and “Farm Poultry,” and the cows were featured in the livestock exhibit. The college paid the professors and fed the cows; the railroad picked up the rest of the tab.

According to Bainer, “the train [of 1917] was run at an opportune time.” Poor crops and decreasing yields during recent years were making Kansas farmers think. He declared that a 1922 special would do much to “hurry around” a change in farming methods that would in turn demand more and better dairy cows, more hogs, and more hens. He felt Kansas could be “brought back to a higher state of fertility” and at the same time provide better markets for her products.

“Dairying,” he said, “is at the point where it is about to force itself on Eastern Kansas farms and many farmers realize it.”

The “Cow and Hen Special” of 1917 was made up at Newton, with one Santa Fe horse car for the four cows, one flat car for demonstration purposes, one baggage car for poultry, three coaches for meetings in case of bad weather, and one business car to accommodate the speakers and attendants. Escorting the four cows (a Holstein, an Ayrshire, a Guernsey, and a Jersey named Canary Bell, Sultana’s Tipsy, Flower of One Fontaine, and College Daisy) was an Ayrshire bull. The thirty-one exhibits (lent by twenty-nine farmers and breeders) included twenty-two varieties of poultry, turkeys, and ducks. Jarrell had been involved in this train, and according to him, the publicity for the train was the best ever (it is unclear what he used for comparison). One hundred nine stops were made, with an average attendance of 366 per stop for a total attendance of nearly forty thousand train visitors.

To add fuel to the argument for a postwar revival of the demonstration trains, F. P. Cruice, manager of the agricultural and industrial development department of the Santa Fe, learned that the New York Central Lines had run a successful “Better Sire & Dairy Demonstration Train” over its territory in Michigan during the summer of 1921. Their agricultural agent, W. H. Hill, gave Cruice a full accounting of the train—it’s purpose,

7. Ibid.
its equipment, its personnel. The state agricultural college had furnished all the lecturers and subject matter, in accordance with established policies; the railroad had the more straightforward task of simply keeping the train on schedule and providing for the lecturers' comfort. In addition, the New York Central operated demonstration trains in Ohio and Indiana dealing with conveniences for the farm home.

Early in 1922, the president of KSAC expressed his eagerness to run a similar demonstration train in cooperation with the Santa Fe. He declared the college would "go the limit of its resources to bring to the attention of the Kansas farmers the importance of keeping more milk cows, brood sows and poultry. Running a train two weeks over a selected territory, talking face to face with the farmers of perhaps one hundred localities, would be worth millions to Kansas. It would be the natural thing for the Santa Fe railroad to start the movement." 10

Jarrell was reminded that when the Santa Fe ran the 1917 train, the college handled the advance publicity and the railroad was responsible for the publicity on the train. Carrying the New York Central idea one step further, Jarrell proposed to Cruice that Santa Fe run a train promoting the "farm side-line trinity—the cow, the sow and the hen." 11 E. W. Houx, president of the Kansas City Livestock Exchange, also encouraged Dr. C. W. Campbell at KSAC to support the idea of a "Better Sires Train," proposing the involvement of local banks to help with financing in much the same way that the New York Central had found so successful.

An initial meeting between college and railroad officials was held in Manhattan towards the end of January in 1922. Afterward, Dean Harry Umberger of the extension division forwarded to Cruice an outline of suggestions made at the meeting: the college would furnish the exhibit and demonstration material (including the cost of new material up to $200) and it would provide five regular employees and up to three additional part-time men to accompany the train. As before, the college would send advance men, where feasible, to spend as much time as necessary to put over the purebred sire exchange plan to the farmers on the proposed route.

By the middle of March the demonstration train had the approval of Edward Chambers, director of the division of traffic in Chicago. Jarrell was also thinking of printing up three or four leaflets summarizing the points to be made in the lectures, reinforcing the spoken word with the printed gospel of the "farm side-line trinity." It had become apparent some time earlier that it would be better to delay running the train until early May with its better weather. Jarrell arranged for the necessary cars to be in Topeka by late April so that they could be properly fitted out as exhibit cars—the cars would even have electric lights. The lighting engineer who worked on the cars volunteered to send a man along on the run to look after the recharging of the special Delco batteries. As in 1917, the Public Utilities Commission in Kansas granted Santa Fe the authority to run the train without charge, since the train was "in the public interest." Again, the railroad's application to the commission included the presence on board of a few newspapermen from time to time, reinforcing its goodwill status.

A chef was obtained from Fred Harvey to prepare meals on Business Car 23 for the college staff and

9. Hill to Cruice, December 29, 1921.  
railroad personnel, as well as the train crew. Arrangements were made for food supplies to be obtained as needed through any Harvey House en route. There would be no need to order milk and cream—it would be amply supplied by the exhibit on board! With little regard for details, Harvey House official H. L. Benjamin in Kansas City assured Jarrell that he had written the appropriate managers on the line and they would "take care of your wishes." No questions were raised about cost.

With the arrival of May, the train embarked on its run. A flurry of activity took place in many of the towns on the itinerary prior to the arrival of the train. Agents in El Dorado, for example, had been concerned about blocking the street so that there would be adequate parking where the train stopped. Whatever the extent of the preparations, each town turned out in force to greet the train and those on board: President W. M. Jardine, Dean Umberger, four professors, two extension specialists, a supervisor from KSAC's extension department, three stock car attendants, two publicity men, two county farm extension agents, and one secretary of the State Board of Agriculture, J. C. Mohler.

Advance public relations work had included the placement of newspaper advertisements in every one of the seventy-eight newspapers along the route. These advertisements, fourteen column inches each, cost the Santa Fe a total of $327.60. Coverage of the event at each town resulted in 43,256 lines (all free) of articles about the train. An advertising man to the core, Jarrell figured these were conservatively worth nearly sixty-five hundred dollars. Division freight agents, as well as station superintendents, had been requested to be with the train while it was stopped at their station. A letter had gone out from the Santa Fe to every chamber of commerce in the towns scheduled for a visit, while flyers and circulars had been sent to every station stop in mid-April.

Reflecting back, Cruice later told Jarrell that "future trains should be scheduled to reach the small communities as far as practicable and omit the larger towns, unless for special reasons it is desirable to stop. The farmer is less self-conscious in smaller places and feels freer to ask questions than when in larger places where he is surrounded by so-called city folk."

The crowds exceeded everyone's expectations—Cruice telegraphed back to Topeka "crowds are double our estimate. Five thousand took literature yesterday." At Elkhart, a group of farmers had come from a distance of sixty-five miles. Despite a bit of bad weather, total attendance by May 7 was 18,127, with a high of 1,214 at Garnett and a low of 311 at Lyons. Weather was a mixed blessing: too much rain created muddy roads, making it difficult for farmers to get to the depot (at Great Bend nearly two inches of rain had fallen in the two hours prior to the train's arrival; a diarist for the trip noted that "some came in Fords, some in horse drawn vehicles and some had to abandon their cars and rode horseback"). Good weather, on the other hand, found the farmers in the fields planting crops, necessity taking precedence over a social, albeit educational, outing. Attendance for the second week (12,882) was considerably under that of the first week as additional bad weather was encountered.

12. Benjamin to Jarrell, April 21, 1922.
13. Cruice to Jarrell, memo in trip diary, May 1922.
15. Cruice, trip diary, May 8, 1922.
Nonetheless, Crucié remained enthusiastic, declaring, "we did not encounter in the whole two weeks a scoff or agitator...rather the speakers were given earnest attention and pamphlets containing the synopsis of the several talks...eagerly taken. I have never personally experienced quite the condition of mind that we found". Despite a disappointing crowd of only a little over four hundred people at the final stop, topeka, crucié credited the joint cooperation of bankers, chambers of commerce, and newspapers in making the train a success. Pointing to sylvia as a case in point, all business in town was suspended so that everyone could visit the train, townspeople as well as farmers. William allen white, having given the train its "lady special" name, visited the train when it stopped at Emporia. Total attendance for the two weeks was about thirty-one thousand—an average crowd of 563 at each stop.

Considerable effort and discussion went into the taking of pictures at stops. When the agricultural college's extension editor came up with the idea of taking a picture of the crowd at every station, jarrell was enthusiastic, only cautioning the editor that neither he nor Crucié knew how to operate a camera. The editor responded that he had had some experience with "cameras and kodaks," though not enough to guarantee the quality of his work. The results speak for themselves, providing special documentation of the local interest created by the special train at each stop. Not visible in the pictures is the fact that the train's success was happily unmarred by accident or serious delay, much to jarrell's great relief. Jarrell made a point of having as many newspapermen as possible come on board for a day or so while the train was in their territory—this and the pictures assured good coverage for the train. Unfortunately, no pictures of this 1922 train were to be found in the Kansas State Historical Society or Kansas State University photograph collections.

Following this train's successful run, Chambers told jarrell that the meat-packers of Los Angeles wanted a livestock demonstration train in California, and the american Hereford Cattle Breeders' Association in Kansas City was requesting information on demonstration trains of this sort. A press release dated topeka, March 18, 1922, correctly predicted that the train would show "that farms which include in their operation milk cows, brood sows and chickens have done a good deal better during the period of depression than have the farms without these features." To the degree that farmers managed better, thanks to Santa Fe's promotion of diversification, and fared better, so did the railroad fare better in having more produce to haul. The Winfield Daily Courier underscored the railroad's efforts, warning on May 3, 1922, that "Russia Will Come Back in Wheat Some Time and Kansas Must Go To Cattle."

Some newspapers even went so far as to headline the train as a "new feminist move in Kansas" while Willaim Allen white's paper extolled the virtues of "The Lady Special" in a verse appearing in the issue of May 11:

16. crucié to chambers, may 15, 1922.

The helpful hen, the milkful cow,
the hamful and the pigful sow,
tomorrow will be here to show
the farmers how they all can grow,
when treated kindly and with care,
and fed on clean and wholesome fare.
The farmer and his kids and wife,

are asked to leave their daily strife
with wind and weather, drought and rain,
to see this festive female train.
It’s free to all, for none can pay.
You’ll find it at the Santa Fe.
So pack your family in the bus
and come, and have this show on us.
You’ll learn to beat the farmer game—
You’ll be darned thankful that you came.\(^{18}\)

Based on the success of this Kansas train, one of a
similar nature was run in Texas by the Santa Fe the
following spring. With the farm outlook continuing to
improve, preparations were begun early in 1923 for
another demonstration train to be run in Kansas later
that spring, a “Safer Farming Special.” The safety
concern was not that of farm accidents, but the eco-

domic safety to be gained by diversified farming. The
train was to run for one week in early June with a
schedule designed to cover these lines: Attica to Wellington,
Mulvane to Coats, Englewood to Medicine Lodge,
Dodge City to Garden City, Scott City to Great Bend, and
Jetmore to Great Bend. The program would include
talks on the importance of diversification, emphasizing
the relationship between livestock and wheat. In addition
to the usual appropriate exhibits, time would be
allowed at each stop for local farmers to consult indi-

dually with extension specialists. This was a new

feature of the ongoing relationship between the rail-
road and the agricultural college and was a major
improvement over previous trains.\(^{19}\)

This and other refinements came about as the result
of input from a variety of people. Typical was the
extension engineer who voiced his feelings to Dean
Umberger on the importance of good farm buildings in
which to house animals and store grain. He felt that the
increased production which resulted from the previous
year’s campaign was offset by losses caused by inade-
quate housing for animals and storage of crops on
many farms. Instead of simply making room on the
program for a short talk on this aspect of farming,
Umberger decided that small models of desirable farm
buildings and equipment would be displayed and re-
ferred to by the speakers at appropriate points in their
talks.

Technological improvements were included in the
refinements—for the first time, broadcasting apparatus
was part of the train’s equipment. Although Jarrell
fretted that radio might prove distracting to the pro-
gram, Dean Umberger assured him that radio broad-
casts from the train would be an added attraction and
would not spoil things. The dean was right.

Less than a month before the “Safer Farming Spe-
cial” departed, Jarrell wrote to Gov. Jonathan N. Davis
of Kansas that “a train like this is similar to a revival. We

\(^{18}\) Emporia Gazette, May 11, 1922.

\(^{19}\) Jarrell to Chambers, April 24, 1923.
When the demonstration train stopped in Ness City in 1926, more than one thousand farmers—many seated "comfortably in their automobiles"—heard the lectures through loudspeakers mounted on the train.

all know how wicked we are, and it is our intention to reform, but often we do not start the reformation until an evangelist comes along and stirs us up. Of course, this observation is not applicable to your good self, but I have experienced it a good many times and I feel that it is a common error of man."72 Armed with this gospel philosophy, evangelist Jarrell was not worried about having a few extra people on board from time to time, declaring, "we will stow them away somewhere. There will be plenty of food, and that, perhaps, is the main thing."73

In addition to looking after the train’s entourage, Jarrell frequently found himself in the position of having to respond diplomatically to a host of problems, such as the one which arose when a small town would discover it had been left off the train’s itinerary. Leading citizens and the local editor would write Jarrell with great forcefulness, urging the town to be included. If at all possible, the omitted town would be accommodated, but at times it was impossible to stray very far from the carefully wrought schedule. In such cases, Jarrell would suggest that the farmers in that area drive to the closest town where the train would be stopping. In most cases this involved a distance of less than ten miles.

Hometown enthusiasm abounded for this train as well. Roy C. Moore, secretary of the Protection Community Club in that south-central town, offered to help with the train’s stop in Protection. Jarrell urged him to encourage farmers to attend the meeting, utilizing not only the newspaper, but the rural telephone and a personal word here and there as well. Al Gard, secretary of the Anthony Chamber of Commerce communicated that "we have planned to make it a big day and use your train as one of the features. We will meet you on your way down from Harper and escort your train by two airplanes. We will have out the band and we are running full pages in the papers to try to make the folks anxious to come."74 Jarrell responded calmly to his plans, saying, "the airplane stunt I am sure will help as it will be a new and novel feature, and getting the band out will also attract attention."75 He urged Anthony not to forget the women and children as he felt that the program would be interesting to them as well.

In the town of Alexander, with no newspaper of its own, Santa Fe freight agent George W. Smith relayed to Jarrell his homegrown publicity efforts: "Two oil tank wagons delivering from this place are carrying painted cards advertising this train. Have made a slide and having it shown on the screen at Alexander, McCracken and Nessville [theaters] this week and next. Arrangements have been made with Telephone Central to give a general call on all country lines the day before train is due to arrive here."76 Smith’s only problem was whether the advertised time of arrival was central or mountain time!

The "Safer Farming Special" was not a spectacular success in terms of attendance, for rainy weather minimized the turnout at many stops. Nonetheless, personal effort got out the best farmers everywhere. Thus, the faculty was pleased and to a man felt that they had never seen greater interest in diversified farming or

20. Jarrell to Davis, May 11, 1923. Jarrell was not the first to compare this work to a revival. Sources held by Kansas State University on the "Farmers' Institute" trains referred to those trains as "doing effective missionary work among the farmers." See Willard Scrapbook, p. 840. Kansas State University, and Industrialist, April 15, 1905, p. 460.


heard so many questions asked about it. Total attendance for the forty-six meetings was only 13,628—this translated into an average of not quite three hundred people per stop.

In addition to Mohler, special visitors aboard the train included H. G. Randall, president of the Southwestern Wheat Improvement Association (SWIA) and vice-president and manager of Midland Flour Milling Company. Randall was much impressed with the train’s work and complimented the Santa Fe for putting on such trains to help people farm more intelligently. He was undoubtably aboard at the urging of H. M. Bainer, director of SWIA. Clyde M. Reed, chairman of the Public Utilities Commission, congratulated Jarrell later, declaring the train a success in spite of the crowds being held down by inclement weather.

An article in the Topeka Daily Capital of June 17, 1923, emphasized the role bankers played in the success of the train: "Kansas farmers are for balanced farming, they recognize its necessity, and they not only welcome banker leadership and direction, but ask for it.... One-crop or grain-crop farming is played out in Kansas.... Farming as a 12-months’ business is the objective of banker-farmer cooperation." Santa Fe’s Chambers in Chicago responded saying, "This is very encouraging. It does seem as though Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas were waking up to what is to be gained by better farming methods. The result is bound to be of great benefit to our traffic." Later, Chambers also cheered Rock Island’s adoption of a better farming program, declaring that "all this helps us. Whatever is done to improve the conditions in Oklahoma and Kansas cannot but be beneficial to our business." 26

With each successive train, the relationship between the railroad and the agricultural college was renewed. Dean Umberger noted in late June of 1923:

"Unless one has undertaken a project of this kind involving cooperation between the personnel employed by an educational institution and that employed by a railroad company they cannot understand some of the problems which come up and which may be sometimes hard to handle. Consequently I would like to say that the relationship which we have enjoyed with the Santa Fe through your office has been exceptionally happy, notwithstanding that there is always present the possibility such as I mention above.... I trust that our present friendly relationship will continue." 27

In turn, Jarrell felt that KSAC "sent out men who made for the best relationship between them and those cooperating with them. There wasn’t anything for us to do but succeed. Our people feel mighty good about the train." 28

In January of 1925, Bainer suggested to Jarrell that the SWIA would like to put on a better seed wheat campaign in the coming fall. Towards this end, his organization wanted the Santa Fe to haul the improved seed wheat at one-half the regular rate to make it economically feasible for every farmer to afford top-grade seed wheat with which to plant the next crop. Better seed would mean better yields with better tonnage for the Santa Fe, to say nothing of the enormous publicity generated by such a campaign. However, R. C. Merrick, general freight agent, pointed out that legally the Santa Fe could not offer a reduced rate for such purposes.

Jarrell suggested an alternative for accomplishing nearly the same objective—run a special demonstration

25. Topeka Daily Capital, June 17, 1923; Chambers to Jarrell, June 21, 1923.
27. Umberger to Jarrell, June 1923.
train promoting the use of better seed wheat. The agricultural colleges and state boards of agriculture in Kansas, Texas, and Oklahoma would cooperate with the Santa Fe in a program designed to bring to the farmers' attention the importance of better seed, as well as better soil preparation. As before, the colleges would be responsible for furnishing the best speakers obtainable (at least three for each meeting), with the Santa Fe responsible for publicizing the meetings and any attendant advertising. In addition to a business car, Santa Fe would furnish an exhibit car, but both cars would be moved around on regular trains. The wheat region in Kansas could be covered in about three weeks.

Bainer thought the proposed plan excellent, except that with the current outlook for wheat it would be a good year to work the wheat situation to the limit. He felt that it would take a special train to get around the proposed territory in the short period between harvesting and planting. By April of that year Jarrell had met with the college professors, gaining their approval to run the train from the last week in July to the first of August. Each stop would consist of about sixty-five minutes of four talks, followed by an hour and a half of viewing time for the exhibits. The train would be at each stop for two and one-half hours.

This train would require one day coach (for meetings in case of bad weather), one flat car with canopy top, one baggage car for exhibit material, one stripped coach outfitted for exhibits, and a business car. There would be ten KSAC staff members, with an additional three people if the Kansas Wheat Queen and her sponsors came along as had been suggested. The extension division would contribute $500 worth of publicity with an additional $200 for this purpose coming from the Kansas Crop Improvement Association; between $500 and $700 would come from SWIA for exhibit preparation. Urging support of the train, Jarrell wrote Chambers in Chicago that President F. D. Farrell of KSAC believed good seed would be more difficult to find this year because of the presence of the Hessian fly and the chinch bug—hence, drastic action was necessary before fall planting.29

The train came to be called "The Opportunity Special," signifying to farmers that this was a special opportunity to improve the quality and yield of their wheat crop. It ran from mid-July to the beginning of August, making forty-three stops. Whatever doubts Santa Fe may have had about the wisdom of running the train were dispelled when it learned that the college faculty felt so strongly about the urgency of reaching farmers with the message of better seed wheat that they would even resort to using trucks if Santa Fe would not run the train. In addition, arrangements were made to use motion picture films in place of charts to illustrate the talks, and for the first time, a demonstration train of this sort was equipped with a public address system. Those in charge envisioned broadcasting music and other entertainment as the train pulled into a town.

A very special feature of this train was the presence of the Kansas Wheat Queen, Miss Vada Watson. Railroad and college alike were quick to sense the promotional possibilities of such a personality in attracting a large crowd at each stop. The possibility of the young lady actually driving the locomotive as it pulled into each town was even discussed, although neither Jarrell nor his counterpart Sam Pickard at the agricultural college was sure that the railroad would allow this. They would not, it turned out. However, railroad officials did arrange for a picture of her, waving out of the engine cab window, to be used in publicity releases to the newspapers. Jarrell sent two pictures to Pickard for his use, noting that the one showing a good view of the engine was fortunately not good of Miss Watson. There is no indication which view was chosen for publicity purposes, though one suspects the one selected rather favored Miss Watson.

"The Opportunity Special" was billed as the last word in demonstration work, its purpose being to produce more and better wheat per acre. The relation of wheat to other crops and livestock was a primary lecture topic; diversification, soil preparation, crop rotation, pure seed, insect control, and treatment of plant diseases were other educational offerings. Previous experience suggested fewer but longer stops were needed to fully cover this many subjects satisfactorily. Two cars were given over to exhibits (one on the wheat plant disease known as stem rust and the other on the Hessian fly); space also was given to agricultural economics and agronomy. Additional exhibits featured the results of important experiments made recently at the State Experiment Station. Since the exhibits would be used at state fairs in the fall, the college was willing to spend $1,000 to put them together.

When asked for advice regarding what sort of remarks Jarrell might make at each stop, Chambers suggested that Jarrell's comments might include something along the following lines: "Santa Fe's interest is to increase production and better the quality along its line, in which both the farmers and the railroad are benefitted; that the Santa Fe is always ready to do its part as it promotes distribution and better price." Furthermore,
he had in mind that Jarrell would say in his "usual careful way something that will indirectly indicate that while we are always looking after business for our railroad, we are at the same time always ready to do our part in building up the communities along the lines."  

For the first time, a preliminary budget was drawn up: SWLA would contribute $700; the extension division of KSAC, $500 (eventually in addition to the $1,000 exhibit money promised in anticipation of state fairs); the Kansas Crop Improvement Association, $200. Expenses such as advance publicity and circulars, pamphlets for distribution on the train, advertising service, and general operating expenses came to $1,150; this did not include those expenses borne by the Santa Fe.

Towns along the route anticipated the train's visit with great spirit. A gentleman from the Garden City Chamber of Commerce inquired of Jarrell if the train would be stopping overnight there, for if so, "we might open a keg of nails." 33 To this Jarrell responded "what I want the Garden City Chamber of Commerce to do in addition to furnishing 'nails' is to round up about 1,000 farmers for the meeting." 34 The Abilene Commercial Club arranged with the telephone people for rural calls, promoting the event at the proper time.

In late June, Jarrell enlisted the assistance of local chambers of commerce in arranging for a local farmer in each town to donate about ten bushels of wheat to be used in demonstrating the seed-treating machine. The farmer was then to plant the treated seed separately in order to compare it with untreated seed when both sprouted. This was but one piece of the extension department's advance work in the towns. Pickard reported to Jarrell that "in our wake we are leaving a trail of publicity with towns planning the biggest agricultural events in their history." 35

Meanwhile, the railroad's general freight and passenger agents increased their support for the special train, responding favorably to Jarrell's request to place division officers on board the train while it was running over their division. In retrospect, Jarrell felt that this contributed much to the importance of the enterprise. The Topeka shops continued to do their part in outfitting the cars. To H. H. Stephens, superintendent of shops, Jarrell wrote, "I want you to know I appreciate the cooperation I have had from your department. If you ever run for office, I will vote for you in all the states in which I travel." 36 Jarrell was equally complimentary about the work of the electrician A. E. Voight, declaring him to be "all wool and a yard wide" when it came to doing what was needed with dispatch. 37

A week into the tour, Jarrell enthusiastically reported to Chambers that the attendance at the first twenty-one meetings of this "farm college on wheels" totalled about fifty thousand. 38 At the end of the tour, total attendance had swelled to 117,000—a figure the Santa Fe would equal but never surpass. In Jarrell's words it was by far the largest audience that ever assembled for any railroad's demonstration trains in the Southwest. The crowds were so large that it was impossible to put all the people through the exhibit cars. ...Miss Vada Watson, the Kansas Wheat Girl, spoke at every one of the forty-four stops, and her cooperation did more to bring the farmers and their families to the meetings than any other one feature. Through her we were able to get up contests for county wheat girl in most of the counties visited. These contests were of immense value in arousing interest in the train. I think we had twice as many farmers at our meetings as we ever had before. 39

Baine felt that the train reached one-third of Kansas' wheat growers as it traveled through not quite one-third of the state's counties. Further, many more were reached by means of the coverage in the large dailies and county newspapers. The loudspeakers were a notable success: speeches could be heard as much as two blocks away. Extension plant pathologist, D. R. Porter, reported that "every mail has been full of inquiries regarding wheat seed treatment, even from localities which the train did not visit." 40 Chambers was especially positive in his feedback to Jarrell, feeling that this train had done more good in every way to promote friendly relations and cooperation with the farming and commercial interests than any other work that could be done at the time.

Not every Santa Fe official was pleased with the operation, as evidenced by the comment of one in an article about the upcoming train in a New York Times edition dated June 25, 1925: "Considering that the Santa Fe finances the trip, there is but little glory in this." Annoyed by this, Jarrell was further irritated when another Santa Fe official commented that the Santa Fe should get more advertising out of this project. Jarrell hastened to put the comments in perspective to Chambers, reminding him that not only did this story appear a month before the train ran but also that the train...
In 1926 the audience at Courland took in the livestock exhibit and heard a lecture on feed crops.

In question was not run as an advertising enterprise. Rather it was a solution to the original request to ship premium seed wheat at half the regular rate, thereby saving the Santa Fe from a rate controversy. In fact, it generated a considerable amount of friendly publicity as it brought better farming methods to the attention of farmers throughout the state. As reported in a July 1925 issue of the Kansas City Times, Kansas growers, "unable to control prices they receive, were eager to hear the gospel of better grain and more to the acre" from those on board the "school on wheels."

The Barber County Index of July 23, 1925, used superlatives in describing the train as far surpassing "anything ever attempted in the whole world in this line. It is a complete state fair and a college course concerning wheat culture, all rolled into one, and offers an opportunity that does not come very often." Great Bend featured a big "Opportunity Carnival" the day of the train's visit. Abilene declared a holiday, closing the stores "while 2,500 stood in the rain to hear Vada Watson and other wheat experts." Evidently the presence of Miss Watson more than compensated for the rainy weather. Hutchinson held a gala all-day picnic around the train's visit.

In other towns, such as Sublette and Finney, newspapers reported that it looked as if the entire county had turned up at the station. T. B. Honeu, a Santa Fe conductor on the special, also had been a conductor on the train which carried the late President Harding on his western trip; he thought the crowds were bigger than they were for the Harding Special. At Garden City over six thousand attended "Wheat Festival Day" held in conjunction with the train's visit. To celebrate the "Opportunity Special," Pratt conjured up an elaborate scheme which featured a contest to determine which of the town's twenty-four red-haired girls' hair most closely matched the plumage of the town's Rhode Island Red rooster. The prize, won by Mrs. Edna Nicholls of Cunningham, was a ten dollar gold piece and the rooster! Additionally, the Pratt Tribune devoted its entire front page to the train.

Early in 1926, Santa Fe's general counsel, Samuel T. Bledsoe, wrote in the Santa Fe Bulletin that the Santa Fe "does not want to be considered solely as a transportation agency. The Santa Fe believes it is, and wishes to be considered, an integral part of the civic and business life and an important contributing factor to the material prosperity of every community which it serves." Quoting from a September 1925 issue of the Chicago Evening Post, he added:

A railroad is a building factor at every point where it erects a station. All along the thousands of miles that lie between its terminals it is an agency for promoting growth. Its expenditures are spread over a vast territory; its investments are scattered up and down the land; it is interested in the creating and utilization of opportunities, not in one city but in scores or hundreds. The service it renders cannot be estimated in terms of freight or passenger traffic. It is so vital a part of our modern civilization that we no longer regard it as a purely private enterprise. The Nation cannot exist without it.
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43. Chicago Evening Post, September 14, 1925.
That same year KSAC embarked on an ambitious five-year program for the wheat belt. Its faculty felt that the Santa Fe was such a potent factor in the previous year's successful seed wheat campaign that this proposed program would feature the cooperation of three other railroads: Union Pacific, Rock Island, and Missouri Pacific. (The Burlington also was considering a similar train in Nebraska.) Responding to the need as stated by the college, Chambers promised Santa Fe's support, and planning began for a "Wheat Festival Special" demonstration train that summer; this would kick off the KSAC five-year program.

Jarrell was looked upon as the expert in these matters; his advice was much sought after by agricultural agents for other railroads. Arthur W. Large, a Rock Island agent, requested information about the layout of the business car; Jarrell willingly supplied a floor plan. In addition, private enterprises of various sorts besieged Jarrell with requests to be on board the train. These he stoutly resisted, knowing the train's purpose would be defeated if such pressures were allowed to prevail.

The success of the previous year's train demanded a return engagement of the Wheat Queen. Fortunately, Vada Watson was able to accommodate, and accompanied the train that summer. Besides Miss Watson and her chaperone, two champion bread makers were added to the female entourage, necessitating a second business car for their comfort, as well as additional provisions from the Fred Harvey people.

Jarrell invited Arthur Large to visit the train for a day or two on its run, but Large declined, protesting he was too busy. However, he was appreciative of all that Jarrell had done to help the Rock Island, acknowledging that "we [the Rock Island] are not as fortunately situated with respect to funds, force, equipment, etc., as our great and prosperous neighbor." Jarrell's assistant, A. M. Hove, did spend two days on board and reported:

The better and safer farming program that the Santa Fe has sponsored the last few years is beginning to show results. At no time have I seen so much land prepared for wheat at this time of year in Kansas, western Oklahoma and northwest Texas as now.... There is also a very marked increase in the amount of cream, poultry and eggs going to market. It is naturally a slow process to change people's ways of farming and it takes time to get farmers to see the advantage of improved methods.... But the way the older farmers looked for information at the meetings of this train and the improvement in preparing wheat land so apparent now, I think all the work has been worth while [sic].

The "Wheat Festival Special" finished its run with a total attendance of 90,500 for thirty-six meetings. This meant an average attendance of 2,514 per stop, compared to the previous year's average of 2,660 per stop. The faculty felt that while both total and average attendance per stop declined, more farmers were present. An article in the Kansas Citian boasted that Kansas wheat was now worth $154,000,000. This represented new wealth added to Kansas City's trade territory. The paper further noted that "Dodge City only a few years ago was known nationally for its lawlessness and as the center of a cattle country. Today it is known as the center of a hard wheat section second to none." Santa Fe's demonstration trains had even lifted Dodge City up by its bootstraps, giving it a new image as it witnessed

44. Large to Jarrell, July 28, 1925.
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its own county’s champion wheat grower compete against the champions from other counties visited by the special train.

The “Wheat Festival Special” ran for three weeks in Kansas, the first two over Santa Fe tracks and the last through the Rock Island’s territory, stopping at twenty-three towns along the way. Much to Jarrell’s delight, Sen. Arthur Capper spent an entire day aboard the train during its Santa Fe run, writing a most enthusiastic letter afterwards to Santa Fe president William B. Storey. Capper declared the train a permanent advancement in soil improvement and tillage and successful crop growing, as well as intelligent and business-like methods of farm management. Total attendance for the trip reached 158,300—the Rock Island attracted some sixty-eight thousand during its one-week run. The college people thought that this remarkable turnout resulted from the train operating in virgin territory. J. C. Mohler of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture again congratulated Jarrell, stating that “these wheat trains are certainly the most efficient means of spreading the gospel of better farming.”

The extension division’s follow-up investigation determined that “farmers who followed the program presented by the college men from the lecture car on the train have made satisfactory wheat yields, even in the poor years, while those who follow other methods often have not been so successful.” The five-year wheat belt program was off to a good start. At each stop, professors had discussed a range of concerns: quality of Kansas agriculture; production costs and market trends; higher yields per acre; control of the Hessian fly, cut worms and other pests; as well as smut disease. Demonstration trains such as these were indeed outstanding public relations on the part of the Santa Fe.

The railroad quite rightly felt that it was doing its level best to improve the lot of the farmer in its territory. No farmer received more attention from the Santa Fe than did the Kansas farmer. While the records of the Santa Fe Collection may be incomplete, nearly half of the demonstration trains run by the Santa Fe during this period appear to be accounted for. Of these two-dozen, ten were run in Kansas, five in Texas, three in Oklahoma, two each in Colorado and New Mexico, and one each in California and Missouri. The Santa Fe could easily claim that Kansas farmers received more than their fair share of attention from the railroad. While there are no records of the 1927 train, it is more than likely that it ran as planned, what with Santa Fe’s deep commitment to KSAC’s five-year program.

The “Lime Special” train of 1928 was a response to the growing concern that Kansas soil was becoming increasingly sour—the college’s agricultural experts urged the addition of limestone to the soil as a restorative.
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Indeed, more than seventy-five percent of the soil in the Kansas growing area was found to be acidic to a significant degree. Those knowledgeable about soil demonstrated that over the past fifty years soil deterioration had caused the per-acre yield of crops in eastern Kansas to drop between thirty and fifty percent. The Santa Fe realized that not only would the railroad benefit by improved productivity from better soil, it would also gain by hauling all that limestone. It was decided to avoid the Fourth of July and start the train's run on July 9. Since the run was scheduled for nineteen days, this would still be well ahead of wheat meetings scheduled in early August in both Kansas and Missouri.

The "Lime Special," under the supervision of E. B. Wells, KSAC associate professor in soils, proved to be a great success, partly because Frank Jarrell had been given an assistant, Charles Lane. This public relations team, the first of its kind for the Santa Fe, corresponded frequently as they went about the state setting up the advance publicity. They planned for the "Lime Special" to visit some fifty-eight towns in eastern Kansas. Agricultural commissioner George W. Catts made a point of communicating his enthusiasm for the project to an official of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. He pointed out to Gov. W. J. Bailey that the importance of maintaining soil fertility through the use of ground limestone in the soil would be emphasized, as well as the importance of growing alfalfa, sweet clover, soybeans, and other leguminous crops.

Catts proclaimed, "the train will be equipped with a loudspeaker which makes it possible for the lectures to be heard at a great distance from the train. The train is being well advertised and with favorable weather conditions there should be large crowds and much interest."

The specific involvement of the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce as a cooperating agency in putting on the train was a reflection of spontaneous support given previous trains by local chambers of commerce. At each stop it was planned that the program would start with a general agricultural talk by some recognized authority (not necessarily from the college), such as W. J. Bailey.

Organizing the "Lime Special" was not without incident. Arkansas City, upon learning that it was not on the itinerary, enlisted the help of the Cowley County Farm Bureau as well as the Winfield Chamber of Commerce in its efforts to be added to the schedule. The Arkansas City boosters were told the town would be on the itinerary for the next two demonstration trains scheduled to run as part of the five-year program—an alfalfa special in 1929 and a dairy special in 1930. Dissatisfied with this response, a special committee was formed to press the town's case with the Santa Fe; committee members threatened to come to Topeka if a favorable reply was not forthcoming. Finally, newspaper publisher Oscar Stauffer intervened, persuading Arkansas City proponents to wait for the next train since there was not enough time for a meaningful stop even if the town was added to the schedule.

Final statistics for the "Lime Special" demonstrate its success—in spite of being a strictly scientific train (meaning no Wheat Queen razzle dazzle). Actually, it did have an attractive young lady on board, Marie Antrim from the town of Spivey in Kingman County. She was the 4-H "girl health champion" of the nation. She certainly did not hurt the attendance figures: 97,099 for the fifty-seven stops in twenty-six counties, an average of 1,707 per stop. This time, perhaps because of its more scientific approach, the train drew fewer townspersons and attracted many more farmers. This greatly pleased the faculty, for they were sure that "a group of farmers in every locality visited [would]... put the soil improvement program advocated into effect at once."

Jarrell and Lane saw it that the Santa Fe freight traffic department was advised of the newly created demand for agricultural limestone in the territory traversed by the "Lime Special." The Portland Cement Association had been heavily involved in promoting the train, with an obvious eye to shipping limestone to farmers. In recognition of this support, the Santa Fe authorized its district freight agents to grant temporary leases for storage of limestone on the railroad's right-of-way. Advertisements placed in eighty-six newspapers urged readers to "build prosperity on a lime foundation" were reinforced by editors such as William Allen White, who wrote Jarrell "whatever you want for your soil building train the Gazette will give you. Shoot it along."

In August of 1927 Jarrell received clearance from F. B. Houghton with Santa Fe in Chicago to reaffirm to Dean Umberger the railroad's continued support of
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the five-year program. Santa Fe promised to operate a demonstration train each year for the next three years. There is no documentation in the records that they did so, but it is more than likely that they honored their commitment. Local newspaper records for the period would no doubt verify this reasonable presumption.

In the fall of 1929 a conference was held at the college in Manhattan to determine how best the 1930 train could serve as a fitting climax for the five-year effort. An ambitious program and itinerary were drawn up to move through more than half the counties in Kansas. The route would differ from the 1927 schedule in that those towns which had morning stops before would now be given an afternoon or evening stop, with the train starting from the southwestern part of the state.

Once again, county wheat queen contests would coincide with the train's visit in each of the fifty-nine counties as a sure-fire promotional feature. Several towns would have a demonstration train visit for the first time: at Salina, the last stop, the train would be turned over to the Rock Island to run over that road's northwest territory, winding up at Hutchinson for the big statewide Wheat Queen Festival and Float Parade (backed by about three thousand dollars from the Hutchinson Chamber of Commerce).

Before the 1930 train could take place, however, the October crash of 1929 hit Wall Street. In the Santa Fe's Crop Report dated December 1, 1929, it was noted that "merchants report that few of their farmer customers were caught in the speculation jam. Townsfolk as a rule were the losers. Farmers are buying heavier than they did a year ago. Stock market losses, while causing disappointment, did not bring about unusual hardships. Savings were reduced...but jobs were not disturbed." The 1930 train ran as scheduled.

More women were involved in the 1930 "Wheat Special." The basic program at each stop started with a talk on the railroad's object in running the train, followed by a wheat champion's talk on "How I Grow Wheat," and a wheat belt talk of a more general nature followed that. A wheat belt kitchen demonstration, followed by a 4-H Club presentation, completed the program. Rock Island's Arthur Large was not happy about the Kansas itinerary for "it eliminated a number of points where we are doing an immense business, and where I am of the opinion we would probably have had as good or better attendance than at some of the points listed." But inasmuch as he was not at the February conference in Manhattan, he was in no position to press the point.

Considerable discussion ensued about having the Union Pacific move the demonstration train from its endpoint at Salina, after its Santa Fe run, to Manhattan where the exhibits would be transferred to the Rock Island cars. Large assumed this would present no problem, as he noted to Jarrell that "it is the customary practice for the various roads to handle same for each other without charge." The Rock Island would have some men at Manhattan to help the professors switch the exhibits.

In April, Jarrell had an exceedingly difficult time rounding up cars to make up the train. Business Car 19 was not available since it was being sold to the 101 Ranch. Jarrell asked Houghton in Chicago whether the Santa Fe would consider using a Pullman car in addition to the business car (Car 19 had been an old "superintendent's car"), pointing out that this was what the Rock Island was doing. Houghton tried to discourage Jarrell from using a Pullman; it was more expensive (Santa Fe rented those by the day from Pullman). In late June, Car 19 was made available by Houghton. In a letter to one of the professors, Jarrell noted that it was not easy to route a crowd through an exhibit successfully, claiming that up to that point he had an accident-free record for forty-seven demonstration trains."

In June the possibility of cancelling the train because of economic retrenchment was first mentioned. Jarrell, concerned that a cancellation would harm the cause for which the train was to be operated, reminded Houghton that the Missouri Pacific was operating a demonstration train just before the Santa Fe's that summer and the Rock Island would be operating one immediately afterwards. He felt that the Santa Fe should cancel only if the other two roads did also. While he voiced appreciation of the current company policy of reducing expenses as the mainstay of its retrenchment policies, he felt the work of such a train was more important than ever to farmer morale.

Houghton had the final say, and much to Jarrell's relief, he supported continuing the train. It ran as scheduled, bringing a final message to Kansas farmers to upgrade the quality of their wheat crop as well as diversify. (Since 1928 Kansas had been producing about
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Santa Fe Lime Special

July 9-27 1928
Above: In preparation for the 1917 demonstration train, this cartoon was distributed to newspapers by the Santa Fe and featured the cow, sow, and hen as defenders against economic catastrophe.

Right: Local merchants took advantage of the unique advertising opportunities provided by the demonstration trains. Pictured is a 1922 advertisement.

Plan of the Demonstration Wheat Belt Kitchen
BY MISS AMY KELLY AND MISS MARGUERITE HARPER, R. A. C.

A kitchen well planned and equipped saves time and labor by the household and adds to the health and comfort of the family.
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Above: Literature handed out to visitors of the "Wheat Festival Special" included this kitchen design with a list of what "a well planned kitchen should have."

Left: Vada Watson, the daughter of a Kansas wheat farmer, related to the crowds her family's farming experiences, often quoting her father.
COMING SOON!

SANTA FE LIME SPECIAL

CARRYING NEW IDEAS FOR GREATER FARM PROFITS

AN EIGHT CAR TRAIN WITH FULL STAFF OF SPEAKERS, EXHIBITS, AND DEMONSTRATIONS FOR THE FARMERS, HOMEMAKERS AND 4-H CLUB BOYS AND GIRLS OF EASTERN KANSAS. SPONSORED BY THE KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, WITH THE KANSAS STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, THE KANSAS DBP IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, THE KANSAS CITY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE SANTA FE RAILWAY, CO-OPERATING.

Emporia, July 10, 7:30 p.m.

BUILD PROSPERITY ON A LIME FOUNDATION

Santa Fe Wheat Festival

THE KANSAS WHEAT BELT PROGRAM
1925 - 1930

Above: Attractive pamphlet covers were designed for the literature of each subject presented by a demonstration train. This literature, passed out at each stop, reinforced what the farmers had heard from the speakers or seen in the exhibits.

Left: The Santa Fe provided newspapers with press releases and suggested promotional advertisements for each demonstration train.

USE A PURE BRED SIRE

Above: This newspaper drawing was based on the publicity photos of the Kansas Wheat Queen, "piloting" the "Opportunity Special." Such illustrations were good publicity, although Miss Watson actually never was allowed at the throttle.

Left: The Iola Farm Bulletin, in keeping with the Santa Fe's push for better farming methods, carried this cartoon of the consequences of choosing between "scrub" and "pure bred" stock.

Pilot of Opportunity Special
two-thirds of the winter wheat crop in the country, though drought made the 1929 crop yield one of the worst in history. Acreage planted in 1930 was greater than in 1929 but less than what was planted in 1928.)

Total attendance for the 1930 “Wheat Special” was 66,000, or an average of 1,833 persons per stop. Jarrell’s assistant Hove recounted:

This was the fifth year of the College program for the wheat belt to improve the production and lower the cost of production of wheat. At the same time the College also stressed the importance of diversified farming, including dairying, poultry and hog raising and feeding of livestock for market. Southwest Kansas has profited greatly by this campaign for better methods in wheat growing and in other activities of the farm…there has been an enormous increase in the cultivated acreage and a remarkable change to better farm methods from the haphazard ways of sowing and caring for crops in earlier years.

By this time the costs of running special agricultural demonstration trains had begun to come into focus. The Santa Fe Middle Division in Kansas reported cost for the 1930 train was $507.99 for the five days, the bulk of that sum being wages for the engine and train crews. After all these years, Jarrell was required to submit a financial report on a demonstration train! He included cost figures from the shop electrician and carpenter for work done to outfit the cars. Carpenter costs came to a little over four hundred dollars while the electrical costs were slightly more than one hundred dollars. The Panhandle Division’s bill was $269.81, while the Western Division’s came to $595.47 and the Little River Division’s was $152.80. Jarrell figured the total cost at $2,951.60, or $210.86 for each of the fourteen days, or $80.94 per stop. The Santa Fe had by then operated forty-two demonstration trains in eleven states.

Dean Umberger summed up the results of the five-year program in a letter to Houghton dated August 19, 1930:

Prior to the organization of the program, an average of about 200,000 bushels of good seed wheat changed hands annually, while during the four years the program has been underway, there has been an average of about 500,000 bushels change hands each year. Furthermore, the acreage of land summer fallowed or partially fallowed in 1929 was about three times as much as in 1926. The acreage on which smut control was practiced was more than fifteen times as great in 1929 as it was in 1925. In 1929, Kansas farmers practiced insect control on almost three times as many acres of wheat as in 1926.

At the same time that livestock raisers were reducing expenses through improved methods, the results of diversification were showing up in an increased volume of dairy and poultry products, despite a nationwide drought that year, a drought unbroken until September of 1930. Thanks to the diversification plan promoted by the agricultural college and the railroad, no part of the Santa Fe territory in Kansas suffered a complete failure. As a further aid to its farmers, Santa Fe reduced by one-third the freight rates on livestock and feed in emergency cases, thus helping to save livestock.

Early in 1931 it was decided to run a “Beef Cattle Festival Special” in late August and early September for about two weeks. The agreement for the 1931 train was similar to that of previous years: Santa Fe would furnish the train, transportation and meals for the college and train crew, as well as be responsible for placing advertisements in newspapers of towns on the itinerary ($400), displaying some fifteen thousand posters at the stations ($35), and printing thirty-five thousand lecture pamphlets ($330) for distribution. For its part, the college would be responsible for exhibits, faculty, advance publicity by county farm agents, and a series of illustrated newspaper articles about the train for distribution to all Kansas newspapers. The total outlay for Santa Fe was thus nearly twenty-three hundred dollars while the bill for the college amounted to about two thousand dollars. This train consisted of nine cars (somewhat longer than previous trains): a baggage car, two horse express cars, three coaches, one flat car, and two business cars.

There was some unhappiness, however, Joseph H. Mercer, secretary of the Kansas Livestock Association, declared to Umberger in August of 1931 that the Santa Fe could be of more help to farmers by reducing freight rates. Mercer felt that the college made a mistake in cooperating with the Santa Fe. His distress reflected a national concern by livestock associations that freight rates were too high. Umberger responded by inviting Mercer on board the train for the last two days of its run. Learning of this, Jarrell was frantic—could Mercer behave himself and not discuss freight rates? Houghton’s reply was diplomatic: “Mr. Mercer appears to have a single track mind. He cannot avoid the subject of reduced freight rates for more than a minute or two.”
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Possibly you can win him over during the trip. If successful you can make a BLUE RIBBON worker of Scarface Al."64 Afterwards, Jarrell wrote Houghton:

Well, I have qualified. Colonel Joe not only kept clear of freight rates, but said in his speeches that the Beef Cattle Train was a necessity and congratulated the Agricultural College for its judgment in tying in with a great railroad like the Santa Fe which could do the job in first class shape. Then Colonel accepted our hospitality. Although on a strict diet, he put away three square meals a day for two days, and upon leaving the train told me he had not enjoyed himself so well for many months. Of course, there is no cure for Colonel Mercer's obsession regarding freight rates, but we surely lined him up in support of our Beef Cattle Demonstration Train. Why, the Ag College even got $300 in regular money from the State Livestock Association of which Col. Mercer is secretary to help with the expenses necessary to prepare exhibits for the train.65

By any standard, the 1931 train was successful. Total attendance for the thirty-four stops in as many counties was 106,034, averaging 3,118 per stop. The crowds ranged from 700 at Wakarusa to 5,010 at Wellington. The college figured the total at 109,135 or 3,209 per stop for the three weeks, but the college people typically figured attendance at a higher level than did the railroad. This train featured "creep-fed" calves—calves that were permitted to fatten on milk and grain at the same time, creeping to the grain from the lots where the cows were kept. J. J. Moxley was in charge of the train for KSAC, and afterwards told Jarrell that the train "surpassed any other extension work which we have done."66

At the same time, Samuel T. Bledsoe, then chairman of the railroad's executive committee, wrote Jarrell:

I am convinced that it is desirable to keep the farmer impressed so far as possible with our community of interest with him and our desire to make his business whatever it may be more profitable. Constant efforts along this line tend to create a favorable public sentiment in ordinary times and to retard criticism when we are compelled to retrench and ask for increase in rates, and helps to cause the farmer [to] judge our service and our efforts upon its merits rather than upon what radical critics may say about us.67

This statement summed up the Santa Fe’s philosophy when defending the running of such trains even as hard times fell upon the country.

There are records of only two more demonstration trains in Kansas in the decade of the thirties, each different from prior trains, as well as from each other. At a meeting of the Federal Grain Department and KSAC in Kansas City on November 19, 1931, it was decided to offer a series of "Grain Grading Schools" on the Santa Fe, utilizing a railway coach equipped as a grain inspection station. Cooperating agencies would include the Federal Grain Department, the State Grain Department, the Santa Fe, the Kansas City Board of Trade, the Millers National Federation, and the extension service of KSAC.

Both railroad and shipper alike had been having considerable trouble with leaking grain cars. A study of the situation was made and the results relayed to D. S. Farley, assistant general manager, Topeka, and F. E. Summer, superintendent, Emporia, by one L. W. Greene. Greene cited carefully gathered statistics which indicated that the leaking grain situation was not serious at the time, nor had it been during the past grain shipping season. Neither the number of reports of cars leaking grain nor the actual loss of grain in transit was cause for alarm. Greene did, however, stress the need for materially stiffening the grain door barricade in railroad cars.

C. C. Dana, freight traffic manager, had Greene's report in mind when he urged G. W. Lupton, assistant to the vice-president in Chicago, to support running a "Grain Grading School" train on the Santa Fe. Such an effort would insure greater uniformity at the points where grain was officially sampled and graded. It would, hopefully, thereby lessen the number of requests for reinspection. Furthermore, it would afford a favorable opportunity to attract a large share of the influential grain shippers to interior points to give proper attention to the inspection and cooperating of the cars as well as the economical and efficient installation of the grain doors. Most of all, it would engender better relations between all the cooperating agencies. Jarrell knew that the Rock Island and Union Pacific roads, as well as the Illinois Central, the Milwaukee and the Northern Pacific, had already helped in the movement for better grain grading. Santa Fe and the Missouri Pacific were the only railroads operating extensively in grain territory yet to do their part.68

This time, the plan was to transport the two cars containing the grain grading station via regular passenger trains, without charge, on a ten-stop tour. The cars would remain at each site one entire day. Licensed and prospective grain inspectors would be taught the grad-
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68. Jarrell to Lupton, December 24, 1931.
ing of grain; shippers would be lectured on the proper cooperation of cars and trimming of loads. The two-week schedule would include Abilene, Lyons, Larned, Garden City and Scott City the first week, and Copeland, Stafford, Harper, Newton, and Emporia the second week. A grain door installation would be photographed in its entirety and used for demonstration purposes on the train. Personnel would include men from the various cooperating agencies.

The morning program would take three hours to cover such topics as the separation of mixed wheat, dockage determination, cooperation of cars, and rye mixtures in wheat. After lunch, another session, nearly as long, would study the handling of a grain car on the terminal market, the loading and sampling of cars, damage and heat damage separations, and pest control (insects and rodents) for elevators. Lecturers would use modern apparatus to demonstrate their points, and wisely would keep their approach straightforward. This simplicity of presentation did hold the attention of farmers and others uneducated in the technical aspect of grain grading, and they listened closely as men such as R. F. Truscott and B. G. Krebs, Santa Fe transportation inspectors, held forth on the importance of proper cooperation of cars.

Run in early May 1932, the “Grain Grading School” may have been the least expensive train ever mounted by the Santa Fe since the staff traveled between stops by auto and neither slept nor ate on board the train. The only personnel required by the railroad was a porter to look after the two cars. C. C. Barnard, a superintendent on the Union Pacific, and Howard Jackson, agricultural agent of the Missouri Pacific, visited the school at the request of their superiors. Ringmaster Jarrell, in charge of the schedule and publicity as usual, was disappointed in the small crowds—he had grown accustomed to the large crowds of previous trains.

The “Grain Grading School” train was not in fact really a demonstration train in the old sense, but rather a response to a secondary problem in hauling produce. A Santa Fe official praised the train, pointing out that “the elimination of disputes and misunderstandings respecting the grading of grain at destination, in transit or at point of origin is bound to facilitate the handling of the business and lessen the tendency to present claims for damage, deterioration, etc. which entail expensive investigations, whether paid, compromised or declined.”

It was clearly an important train for the Santa Fe, despite the fact that only sixty or seventy persons were present at each stop, with a total attendance of only some six hundred for the two-week run.

During this same year revenues and profits for the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company suffered an enormous decline (though the worst year was yet to come in 1933). According to historian Keith L. Bryant, the Santa Fe management had conceded by the close of 1931 that no economic revival was imminent. President Storey was forced to recommend to the board a ten percent cut in the wages of all Santa Fe employees, hoping such a move would preclude additional layoffs and thereby maintain the current employment level. By 1933 capital spending was reduced to $2,500,000; passenger rates were slashed; some track mileage was abandoned; and common stock dividends were omitted.

Storey retired as president on May 2, 1933—the strain had been too much for him. He was succeeded by Samuel T. Bledsoe who possessed a keen sense of railroading in terms of technology and marketing though he was not a railroad man in the sense that Storey and Ripley before him had been. He was to be president until 1939 when death would claim him prematurely, yet another victim of the depression.

According to the records, no demonstration trains of any kind ran over Santa Fe tracks from 1932 to 1936 in Kansas. Considering the bleak economic picture facing the railroad, this is not surprising. The last of such trains to be run by the Santa Fe in Kansas, the “Better Farm Homes Special” in 1937, was but a small part of Bledsoe’s anti-depression efforts. That the 1937 train ran at all reflected the temporary upswing in revenues at this point in the decade, even though profits continued to decline. An advertising campaign, aimed at increasing freight traffic, and a good harvest combined to improve revenues. A “Better Farm Homes Special” made good sense in 1937, as farmers for the first time in several years experienced enough improvement in income to consider making capital improvements to their farms and homes.

With the recession of 1938, however, the 1937 demonstration train closed out the era of such trains. No mention of further trains in Kansas is to be found in the records. But the “Better Farm Homes Special” was a glorious finish to this era. On board were twelve people from KSAC, four Santa Fe personnel, a train crew of five, a daily newspaper reporter, a representative of the U.S. government, and five visitors—twenty-eight in all. In addition to the engine and bumper coach for the


train crew, there were three exhibit coaches, one lecture car, a coach for the 4-H contests for boys and girls, a Pullman sleeper, a dining car, and an office car for the women speakers.

In one coach were exhibits dealing with farmhouse plans, designs, construction ideas, and exterior treatment suggestions. A second exhibit car dealt with farmhouse interior decoration, furnishings and furniture, while a third coach displayed mechanical equipment for farmhouses, including plumbing, water-supply, and electrical equipment, as well as power units. An additional half-car carried an operating exhibit of farm lighting and power equipment.

In February of 1937, Mark Shaw, secretary of the Greater Nebraska Club, inquired if the train’s equipment could be leased and operated over the Burlington-Rock Island or Union Pacific lines. Disappointed to learn it was not available, he responded that he was “sorry indeed that when the Santa Fe built their line into Superior, Nebraska, they did not come over into Omaha. As a matter of fact, what Nebraska needs is more railways with the enterprise, grit, and high sense of duty evidenced by your railroad, not only in the promotion of this ‘Better Farm Homes’ train matter, but the other fine things the Santa Fe is continually doing for all its territory.”

71. Jarrell did advise Shaw on how Nebraska could do something similar in cooperation with its own state agricultural college. In early May, the many years of running demonstration trains came full circle for the Santa Fe when Jarrell received a request for information on running demonstration trains from the agricultural agent for the New York Central Lines!

71. Shaw to Lehman, February 17, 1937.

President Farrell of the Kansas College of Agriculture and Applied Science (as it was then known) hoped he and Houghton could be together on the train for a day, inasmuch as they had yet to meet personally. A meeting between these two men who had played such key roles in this cooperative venture between the college and the railroad would have been an appropriate ending to this era, but Houghton was unable to make it. His presence was required at the inauguration of the new California light-weight diesel-powered train. The era of the steam engine was also coming to an end.

Arthur Large of the Rock Island summed up the Santa Fe’s demonstration train efforts best in his letter of June 4, 1937, to Jarrell:

I consider that your Train has been very beneficial to all of the railroad agricultural agents. I think it is very important that we retain the Agricultural Train Campaign as really the most effective and efficient method of reaching large numbers, disseminating new and better ideas, and also the same ideas with respect to the railroads. There are few if any railroads in better financial and general shape than the Santa Fe, and that is another reason why I am glad that you led off with this agricultural train for the reason that it has generally been considered that these railroads in the hands of receivers should defer such activities until they have been reorganized.


73. Large to Jarrell, June 4, 1937.

A fitting epitaph to the era of the demonstration train. The fast-moving, through trains had arrived with the diesel; the demonstration train was now a relic of the past. But it had served the farmer and the railroad well.